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Abstract Particle image velocimetry (PIV) is applied to measure the vertical (r-z) plane flow structures in
a light-duty direct-injection diesel engine with a realistic piston geometry. The measurements are corrected
for optical distortions due to the curved piston bowl walls and the cylindrical liner. Although the correction
procedure removes geometric distortion, within the bowl the resulting velocity vectors remain biased by the
swirl velocity. Nevertheless, clear visualization of the combustion chamber flow structures is achieved. The
two-dimensional divergence of the measured mean velocity fields is also explored, and found to be a
useful—though qualitative— diagnostic for identifying the locations of heat release.
Mean flow fields are presented and contrasted for operation both with and without fuel injection and
combustion. With fuel injection, the flow is initially dominated by a single vortical structure formed by
deflection of the fuel jet at the bowl wall. However, a dual-vortex structure, similar to the numerical
predictions of previous studies, forms shortly thereafter. At the selected operating condition, the flow
divergence estimates (and the mean flow streamlines) indicate that the bulk of the heat release takes place
within the piston bowl, resulting in a much stronger flow out of the bowl than is observed without
combustion. Later in the cycle, the flow leaving the bowl triggers the formation of a toroidal vortex located
above the piston top, just outside the bowl mouth. The vortex is stable and persists well into the expansion
stroke. Its formation is delayed in flows without combustion. Two important practical consequences of the
formation of this vortex are identified. First, it prevents fluid leaving the bowl from penetrating into the
squish volume where it can mix with additional air. Second, imaging studies of soot luminosity and partiallyoxidized fuel suggest that species trapped within this vortex are slow to mix with surrounding fluid and
complete the oxidation process.

1. Introduction
In both conventional diesel combustion
systems and the recently developed lowtemperature combustion systems, fuel-air
mixing processes play a dominant role in the
evolution of the combustion and emission
formation events. Although in heavy-duty
diesel engines mixing is dominated by the fuel
injection process, in light-duty engines the
interaction of the fuel jets with the flow swirl
and the jet deflection at the combustion
chamber walls forms bulk flow structures
which are believed to be capable of
significantly enhancing the late-cycle mixing
processes.
An example is shown in Fig. 1, which
illustrates numerically predicted flow structures
formed during the mixing-controlled stage of

Fig. 1: Bulk flow structures formed in the bowl of a
typical light-duty diesel engine (RempelEwert and Reitz,
2004). Only half of the axisymmetric bowl is shown; the
left-hand side corresponds to the cylinder axis. The scale
vector is twice the mean piston speed S p
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combustion. At the higher swirl ratio (Rs = 2.5)
shown on the right-hand side of the figure, a
dual-vortex structure is formed which
transports partially-oxidized fuel (CO) and O2
to a common interface, where high local
deformation rates generate turbulence to
enhance mixing and heat release. At lower
swirl levels, these structures are not formed.
Rather, fuel and air are transported in the same
direction by the bulk flow, and turbulence
production at the fuel-air interface is lower.
The predicted formation of the beneficial
structures at Rs = 2.5 correlates well with
experimentally observed increases in the heat
release rate. Very few experimental studies
exist with which to test these predictions,
which rely on a number of modeled processes
(flow, spray, combustion, etc.).
A second example is shown in Fig. 2,
Fig. 2: Soot luminosity (Miles, 2000) and non-selective
which depicts experimentally measured
laser-induced fluorescence of partially-oxidized fuel
distributions of soot (for a conventional diesel
(Miles et al., 2006) imaged during the expansion stroke
operating condition) and partially-oxidized fuel
(for a highly-dilute, low-temperature operating
condition). In both cases, a zone of high
soot/fuel concentration is observed just above the piston top near the bowl rim. Developing an
understanding of the mechanism by which the soot and partially-burned fuel are deposited at this
location, and of how these species are subsequently oxidized, is clearly required if we wish to
minimize their emission.
Velocity measurements obtained in fired diesel engines have been confined to either a few
isolated spatial locations (Wigley et al., 1981; Spicher et al., 1987) or to limited profiles obtained in
a point-wise fashion (Miles et al., 2001). While these limited point-wise profiles allow partial
information on the mean flow structures to be extracted, and on how these structures are influenced
by heat release, the information available is far from complete and there is no possibility of
deducing how much the flow structures vary on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Full-field velocity
measurements, from which this information could be obtained, have thus far proven elusive.
In this paper, we present vertical plane velocity measurements obtained with particle image
velocimetry (PIV) in an operating direct-injection diesel engine, both with and without fuel
injection and its associated heat release. The measurements are obtained with a realistic piston bowl
geometry. In addition to the examples given in Figs. 1 and 2, these vertical (r-z) plane flow
structures are interesting to examine for flows without combustion, as they reflect the redistribution of angular momentum by the squish flow resulting in the so-called “squish-swirl”
interaction (Gosman, 1986). The mean velocity fields obtained with and without combustion are
examined and contrasted to identify fuel injection and combustion induced changes in the flow
structure, and the use of the 2-dimensional flow divergence is explored as a diagnostic for obtaining
information of the locations of heat release.

2. Experimental Set-up and Engine Facility
The measurements are conducted in an optically-accessible diesel engine based on the Volvo
D5, which has a displacement of approximately 480 cc per cylinder and is targeted toward the sport
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TopView:

Table 1
Engine features and operating parameters

Bore:
Stroke:
Compression ratio:

81 mm
93.2 mm
13.75

Pressure
Transducer

Bosch GenII common-rail
5-hole, 140° VCO
360 cm3/30 s @ 100 bar
Rail pressure:
750 bar
Injection timing, duration: -12.5 °CA, 4.0 ° CA
83 °C
125 °C
1.1 bar
12 vol.%

Engine speed:
Mean piston speed, S p

1200 RPM
3.73 m s-1

Load (gross IMEP):
Lambda:

Bowl
Rim

Fuel Jets

Fuel injection:
Nozzle:

Intake temperature, Tin:
Skip-fired Tin:
Intake pressure:
Intake O2 :

Laser Sheet

140°

Laser
Sheet

Spatial extent
of PIV images

SideView:

4 bar
1.15

sedan/SUV market sector. A schematic of the
engine is shown in Fig. 3, including a
Fig. 3: Schematic of the optical engine and of the
dimensionally-accurate representation of the
experimental geometry
fused silica piston bowl employed. Although
the geometry of this bowl has been modified
slightly to facilitate optically-based measurements, it retains many of the features of a production (serial) bowl design. Due to the absence of
valve pockets on the piston crown, the squish height was increased to 2.2 mm. With this squish
height, and the large top-ring land required to achieve the desired optical access, the geometric
compression ratio was reduced to 13.75. The engine further allows the intake flow swirl to be
adjusted via a swirl control valve. A swirl ratio of 2.6 was employed for the measurements reported
here. Salient characteristics of both the engine and the fuel injection system employed are
summarized in Table 1.
PIV measurements are obtained by passing a laser sheet through the quartz ring forming the
upper portion of the cylinder liner, and collecting light at 90°. The PIV system is based on a 12-bit
camera with a 1280 x 1024 sensor, and a pair of frequency-doubled Nd-YAG lasers operated with
pulse energies of 50 mJ and an inter-pulse separation of 10 or 30 µs, depending on the flow
condition being investigated. These rather short separation times were dictated by the laser sheet
thickness of 0.25 mm and the large out-of-plane velocity due to flow swirl. The laser sheet was
aligned with the axis of one of the fuel jets. Scattered light was collected with a Nikkor 70-200
zoom lens, fitted with a Nikon No. 5T close-up lens and a 532 nm bandpass filter. The camera was
positioned to view half of the combustion chamber (Fig. 3), resulting in a spatial resolution of 32
µm/pixel. A mechanical shutter was also employed to reduce the impact of soot luminosity on the
PIV images.
A modified TSI Model 3400 fluidized bed seeder is used to introduce light-scattering particles.
The bed is comprised of 60 cc of d = 50 µm bronze beads, which is preloaded with 2–3 cc of porous
SiO2 powder (ρ = 2.1 g cm-3) with an average particle diameter of 2.0–2.5 µm. The time constant
characterizing the ability of these particles to follow flow velocity changes, assuming Stokes drag,
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is about 15 µs at the thermodynamic conditions prevailing near TDC. This is roughly half the
estimated Kolmogorov time scale and two orders of magnitude less than the mean flow time scales
of greatest relevance to the current study. The SiO2 is dried and stored in an oven to minimize
agglomeration. A freshly loaded bed provides sufficient seed for measurements to be made at
approximately 15-20 crank angles, after which the bed is replenished with additional SiO2.
The in-cylinder pressure is also measured with a piezoelectric transducer mounted in the glowplug hole. The apparent rate of heat release is derived from the pressure measurements by applying
a single-zone, first-law analysis. In this analysis, the specific heat ratio is taken to be a linear
function of temperature and heat transfer is modeled using the Woschni correlation.

3. PIV Data Processing and Further Analysis
The curved combustion chamber walls induce significant optical distortion, and a correction
must be applied to obtain accurate vector fields from the raw PIV images. The distortion correction
was obtained by fitting a two-dimensional cubic polynomial to a matrix of points on the distorted
image of a target placed within the combustion chamber in the plane of the laser sheet. An example
of a distorted target image, and its distortion-corrected counterpart, is shown in Fig. 4. The most
important feature to note is that roughly the upper 50% of the “bowl” region in the distorted image
shows significant distortion and blurring. By comparison with the corrected image, however, we see
that this blurred region corresponds to a relatively small region within 1 mm of the piston top. In
contrast, the lower 50% of the distorted “bowl” region remains relatively well focused, and in the
corrected image is seen to contain information to up to at least 1 mm of the piston top. A nearly
complete view of the bowl region is thus contained in the lower portion of the distorted image, due
to the lensing effect of the curved bowl side walls.
In the corrected image of Fig. 4, the region
above the piston top, which suffers from
relatively little distortion in the raw image, is
highly distorted. Consequently, separate
distortion calibrations are obtained for the bowl
(at each crank angle) and for the region above
the piston. The two regions are subsequently
corrected and processed separately. To perform
this correction and processing, the PIV analysis
software first calculates distorted interrogation
windows in the raw image, corresponding to
Uncorrected
square windows of the specified size in the
target image
corrected image. The cross-correlation is then
performed within the raw images, and the
magnitude
of
the
resulting
vectors
subsequently corrected according to the local
calibration. Details can be found in the
software documentation (LaVision, 2002).
The distortion-correction and analysis
procedure is performed iteratively, employing
Corrected
an adaptive multi-pass algorithm, finishing
image
with a 32 x 32 pixel interrogation window and
a 50% overlap. With these parameters, vectors
are computed on a grid with a spacing of
Fig. 4: Example of the distorted image of a target within
the piston bowl and its distortion-corrected counterpart.
approximately 0.5 mm. Prior to averaging, the
The relatively undistorted region above the piston top
vector fields are post-processed by applying a
was corrected separately
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median filter with a 2-σ “Remove & Replace” criterion. This filter removes vectors with component
values lying more than 2-σ from the median component values of the surrounding 8 vectors. If a
secondary correlation peak exists which satisfies the filter requirements, it replaces the removed
vector. From the post-processed vector fields, a mean vector field and RMS deviations for each
vector component are computed. In computing the mean vector field, only those vectors with
components within 3.0 standard deviations of their respective means are included. The mean vector
fields presented below are based on 100 single-cycle realizations. For presentation purposes, only
every other vector is shown.
At least two additional factors which influence the accuracy of the vector fields presented below
must be considered. First, when the coefficient of variation (COV) of the data is large, a substantial
number of false vectors are passed by the 2-σ median filter. Generally, this occurs when the flow is
nearly quiescent and in regions near the combustion chamber walls or bowl centerline. If these false
vectors are assumed to be randomly distributed in magnitude and direction, their mean U false will
be a vector with zero magnitude. However, their presence will still affect the magnitude of the mean
vector U that is computed, since
1
(N trueU true + N falseU false ) ≅ N true U true
U =
(1)
N true + N false
N true + N false

We therefore anticipate that the direction of the computed mean vector is largely unaffected, though
the magnitude is reduced by the presence of the random false vectors. Hence the streamlines (and
the qualitative form of the bulk flow structures) indicated by the computed mean velocity field will
be reasonably accurate, even if false vectors are not fully-screened out.
Second, although the lensing effect of the curved bowl sides is beneficial in permitting a
relatively complete view of the laser sheet within the bowl to be recovered from the lower portion
of the distorted images, systematic errors are introduced associated with viewing the laser sheet
from an angle. A simplified diagram illustrating this effect is shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, a ray
bundle representing light collected by low-f/# collection optics is depicted being refracted at the
bowl wall. Although the optical axis of the collection optics is orthogonal to the cylinder bore
(which lies in the plane of the laser sheet),
refraction at the bowl wall results in an
effective viewing direction which is displaced
from the sheet normal by the angle α. Hence,
Laser Sheet
the measured apparent vertical velocity has
cross-section
contributions from both the vertical velocity Uz
Uz Uz cosα
and the normal velocity Un,
U
n

Uz,meas = Uz cosα + Un sinα

Un sin α

(2)

For angles α that may approach 10°, and an
estimated typical normal velocity of 2 S p in
the central region of the bowl, the error
introduced by the non-orthogonal viewing
direction is roughly S p 3 . Apart from the
error in the magnitude of the measured
velocity, this effect will result in the
observation of apparent, erroneous axial
velocity gradients, estimated to be of order 300
s-1. With the normal (swirl) velocity as shown,
the apparent ∂U z ∂z is positive, and is
thought to be the principal source of systematic
error in the divergence estimates discussed

Cylinder bore
& laser sheet
cross-section

α

Fused silica
n=1.46

Collection optics axis
Idealized
bowl wall

Fig. 5: Illustration of the change in viewing angle
introduced by the curved bowl side walls, and the error
introduced into the measured vertical velocity
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Counts

6000
below. A similar, though smaller, error is
5 CAD
No Fuel
introduced into Ur by the r-θ plane bowl
5000
Injection,
σ = 360 s-1
curvature.
4000
Inspection of the measured flow fields often
provides a clear indication of the location of
3000
heat release, which is manifested as a large
apparent volume source that serves to drive the
Fuel
2000
Injection &
bulk flow structures. However, in many cases
Combustion,
σ = 700 s-1
1000
the location of heat release is not readily
apparent from the bulk flow streamlines, and
0
-1500 -1000 -500
0
500
1000 1500
we seek a method of identifying the locations
V
1
d
cyl
[s-1]
∇•U −
of heat release more systematically. To aid in
Vcyl dt
this identification, we compute a twodimensional estimate of the flow divergence
Fig. 6: A comparison of the histograms of flow field
divergence estimated with and without heat release
from the measured vector fields.
Recall that the divergence is a measure of
the normalized rate of expansion of a fluid
element of volume v, ∇ ⋅ U = (1 v ) dv dt . Regions of large, positive divergence can thus be
expected to correlate strongly with regions where the mean rate of heat release is large. Assuming
an axisymmetric flow ( ∂ ∂θ ≈ 0 ), ∇ ⋅ U is estimated as

∇ ⋅U ≈

1 ∂ (rU r ) ∂U z
+
r ∂r
∂z

(3)

Although the mean vector fields presented below are unsmoothed, for the purpose of computing
velocity gradients the mean flow field is smoothed by convolution with a σ = 1.0 mm Gaussian
filter kernel. Spatial derivatives are estimated via first-order differencing, and a continuous field is
generated by interpolating linearly between vector locations. In practice, for r ≤ 3 mm, we set
∇ ⋅ U = 0 to avoid singularities as r → 0.
In light of the errors caused by false vectors and by bowl wall curvature discussed above, the
interpretation of these divergence estimates must be approached carefully. A measure of the
usefulness of these estimates for identifying heat release locations can be obtained by comparing the
divergence computed with and without combustion. In the latter case, the divergence would ideally
be a spatially-uniform, known function of the cylinder volume and its rate of change. An example
comparison is made in Fig. 6, which compares the histograms of the divergence estimates within
the bowl region for both cases. The distribution of divergence estimated for the non-combusting
flow exhibits non-negligible breadth, indicating error in the estimates due to either a lack of flow
axisymmetry, spatially non-uniform density, or inaccuracies in the mean velocity field.
Nevertheless, a considerably broader distribution is measured with fuel injection and combustion.
Some broadening must be expected due simply to the increased asymmetry introduced by the fuel
injection process. However, the broadening is skewed significantly toward positive divergence
estimates. Because broadening associated with random errors (or errors uncorrelated with the true
flow divergence) will broaden the distribution equally toward both positive and negative values,
errors in the divergence estimate associated with a lack of flow axisymmetry or inaccuracy in the
vector determination are not likely to be responsible for the large positive divergence estimates
observed. Systematic errors induced by the bowl wall curvature, estimated above to be of order 300
s-1, are similarly unable to account for the large positive divergence estimates observed. On the
whole, we conclude that these large divergence estimates are true indicators of volume expansion.
A number of additional factors indicate that, despite the uncertainty in magnitude, the
divergence estimates obtained are useful estimators of the mean locations of heat release. Looking
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Heat release rate [J / °CA]

80
ahead to Fig. 8, we observe that with fuel
70
injection, the positive values of divergence are
60
located in spatially-coherent regions located
50
centrally within the bowl, while without
40
injection high divergence tends to be found
along the bowl periphery where the data
30 Fuel injector
energized
quality is poorest. We also see that these
20
regions of high divergence correlate sensibly
10
with the spatial evolution of the mean flow.
0
Finally, the regions of high divergence also
-10
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
Crank angle [ °CA ]
correlate well with the expected locations of
heat release deduced from laser-induced
fluorescence images of partially-oxidized fuel
Fig. 7: The apparent heat release history at the selected
(Miles et al., 2006).
operating condition. The circles represent the crank
angles at which mean velocity fields are presented below
As the piston descends further (e.g. Fig. 9),
spatially-coherent regions of positive divergence emerge in the central region of the bowl
for flows measured without combustion. We believe this is due primarily to the influence of wall
curvature discussed above. Nevertheless, the divergence estimated with combustion is considerably
larger, and is believed to retain value as an indication of the location of heat release. Beyond
approximately 30°CA, however, the divergence fields measured with and without combustion are
of comparable magnitude, and hence are not reported.

4. Results and Discussion
To assist with putting the measured flow results in context, the heat release history and the timing
of the fuel injection event are shown in Fig. 7. At the operating condition considered here, the fuel
injector was energized at -12.5°CA for a period of approximately 4°CA. Considering the typical
response characteristics of the injector employed, the actual fuel injection event likely commenced
near -11 °CA and ended near -4°CA.
With fuel injection, liquid fuel in the measurement plane prevented acquisition of valid PIV
measurements until just before the start of the main heat release at TDC. Flow fields measured at
this time, and during the subsequent main heat release period, are shown in Fig. 8. Throughout this
interval, the vertical plane flow is dominated by a clockwise-rotating vortical structure, formed by
the deflection of the fuel jet radial momentum at the bowl wall. The divergence estimates generally
indicate that the bulk of the heat release is occurring in the upper, outer region of the bowl, and by
5–10°CA the associated volume expansion gives rise to a strong reverse-squish flow. Furthermore,
a second counter-clockwise rotating vortical structure has formed near the centerline of the bowl,
similar to the predicted dual-vortex structure shown in Fig. 1 at the higher swirl ratio. This is the
first direct experimental confirmation of the existence of these structures. Although the divergence
estimates suggest that heat release is occurring at the interface between these vortices (see 5°CA),
the magnitude of the estimated divergence is similar to that observed at some locations without heat
release, and we do not feel that a definitive conclusion regarding heat release at this location is
merited.
Without fuel injection the flow is considerably more quiescent, and flow structures are not as
well defined, due largely to the high COV associated with very small particle displacements.
Nevertheless, the mean flow structures shown in the lower half of Fig. 8 exhibit the clockwise
rotating structure expected at this swirl ratio, due to the inability of the high angular momentum
from the squish volume to penetrate to the inner radii (Gosman, 1986). As the expansion stroke
begins, this structure evolves as one might intuitively expect—the flow near the bowl floor follows
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Fig. 8: A comparison of the vertical plane flow structures measured with and without fuel injection, just prior to and
during the main heat release period

the piston’s descent, while the flow in the upper region of the bowl supplies fluid to the expanding
squish volume. Without the volume expansion due to heat release, however, the magnitude of this
reverse-squish flow is far smaller.
By 15°CA, a significant portion of the volume above the piston top becomes visible, and we
have combined data from both the bowl and the upper region to form the composite flow fields
shown in Fig. 9. With fuel injection and heat release, the small vortex that formed earlier near the
cylinder centerline has expanded outward and dominates the upper-central region of the bowl at 15
and 20°CA. The heat release locations identified by the flow divergence, near the lower portion of
this vortical structure, coincide well with the location of a flow volume source required to produce
the observed bulk flow structures. Volume expansion within the bowl further imparts a high,
looping motion to the reverse-squish flow, such that the fluid flow into the squish volume comes
predominantly from the upper regions of the cylinder near the head. This flow structure has
important practical implications: to take advantage of the remaining O2 in the squish volume,
unburned or partially-burned fuel must exit the bowl early-on. Fluid exiting later will be transported
axially toward the cylinder head, with very little radial motion.
Without heat release, a similar vortical structure is found at 15°CA in the upper-central region of
the bowl. At this crank angle, the reverse-squish flow is similar in form and magnitude to that seen
with heat release. At later crank angles, though, the flow follows a much flatter trajectory, and the
fluid filling the squish volume is supplied more uniformly from all axial locations above the piston
top.
Within the region above the piston top, the flow divergence measured both with and without
heat release is similar in magnitude and in spatial distribution. The location of high divergence also
coincides with the location of the pressure transducer, which protrudes a few mm below the head
surface. We believe the divergence observed here is due primarily to a lack of flow axisymmetry
associated with the transducer protrusion.
Developing an intuitive understanding of the flow structure can be difficult, particularly in flows
with moving boundaries. For example, beyond 20°CA, the mean flows measured without
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Fig. 9: Mean flow fields measured during the first portion of the mixing-controlled burn and the corresponding flows
measured without fuel injection

combustion appear to show no flow out of the
piston bowl. However, when we recognize that
the piston is rapidly descending (with a velocity
approaching 0.9 S p by 25°CA), it is clear that
fluid exits the plane of the piston top over a
significant portion of the bowl area. To
examine the flow structure more carefully in
the context of these moving surfaces, we have
re-plotted the data obtained at 25°CA after
subtracting the ideal piston-motion induced
velocities, defined by the solution to the
equations of motion for a one-dimensional
(axial) flow (Gosman et al., 1980). In such a
flow the axial velocity varies linearly from the
piston top to the head. For our bowl-in-piston
engine, we approximate this piston-motion
induced field by setting the axial velocities
within the bowl to the instantaneous piston
speed, and interpolating linearly for locations
above the piston crown. By adopting this
Fig. 10: Mean flow fields measured at 25°CA, presented
procedure, we hope to separate and better
with the idealized mean flow due to piston motion
removed. Divergence estimates above the piston are no
identify features of the flow that are associated
longer meaningful and ∇ ⋅ U is set to zero
with heat release and piston geometry rather
than gross piston motion.
The resulting flow structures are shown in
Fig. 10. Within the bowl, subtracting the instantaneous piston speed has simply transformed the
vector field into a moving reference frame, and the flow vectors measured with fuel injection now
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Fig. 11: Mean flow fields measured during the latter portion of the combustion event

more clearly show the volume expansion due to heat release. This volume expansion results in fluid
exiting the bowl mouth over the full area. Note that while the swirl velocity can impart a false
positive velocity to the flow vectors measured in the upper regions of the bowl, comparison with the
vectors measured above the piston top show that, at least within the inner and outer radii of the
bowl mouth, flow is unambiguously found to be exiting the bowl. In contrast, without heat release,
fluid exits the bowl only at the outer radii closer to the squish volume.
After subtracting the piston-induced velocity field, we further observe a toroidal vortex sitting
just outside the bowl lip†. It is the existence of this vortex that prevents fluid from entering the
squish volume near the piston top when heat release occurs, as remarked earlier.
The high, looping reverse-squish flow observed with heat release in Fig. 9 persists throughout
the latter stage of combustion, shown in Fig. 11. Likewise, without heat release, the relatively flat
reverse-squish flow trajectory observed earlier is conserved, though some looping motion is also
observed later in the cycle. It is again useful to examine these flows after subtracting the pistoninduced flow field—the result is shown in Fig. 12.
From this alternative viewpoint, we see that the looping structure observed with heat release
continues to be associated with a vortex positioned just above the piston top, which expands with
piston motion but persists in preventing fluid exiting the bowl from penetrating into the squish
volume. Toroidal vortices such as this are very stable flow structures, as evidenced by the
persistence of smoke rings and by the development of toroidal vortex weapons during WWII.
Accordingly, we anticipate that further mixing of unburned fuel or soot embedded in these vortices
will be very difficult to achieve—as is further indicated by the persistence of luminous soot in this
region shown in Fig. 2. A similar vortex can also be seen to form later in the flow measured without
fuel injection. Thus, formation of this flow structure is not solely due to the influence of heat
release.
†

We adopt the Kline and Robinson definition of a vortex, as cited by Adrian et al., (2000): “A vortex exists when
instantaneous streamlines mapped onto a plane normal to the core exhibit a roughly circular or spiral pattern, when
viewed in a reference frame moving with the center of the vortex core”
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Fig. 12: The mean flow fields of Fig. 11 presented with the idealized mean flow due to piston motion removed

In Fig. 12, the flow within the bowl at 30 and 40°CA for operation both with and without fuel
injection appears to exhibit significant flow divergence. As discussed above, out-of-plane motion
can result in a significant, false divergence within the bowl. At these later crank angles, the
divergence estimated without heat release becomes more pronounced and, though smaller, is
comparable to the divergence measured with heat release—hence we do not report divergence
estimates in Figs. 11 and 12. Nevertheless, comparing the relative magnitude of the vectors in the
region above the piston—just over the bowl mouth—we see at 30 and 40°CA continued evidence of
greater volume expansion within the bowl when combustion occurs. By 50°CA, however, the flow
out of the bowl is comparable for both cases. Reference to Fig. 7 indicates that by this time, the
apparent heat release within the cylinder is very low.

5. Summary and Conclusions
Full-field velocity measurements clarifying the vertical plane mean flow structures in a swirlsupported, direct injection diesel engine have been obtained and compared for operation both with
and without fuel injection and heat release. These measurements represent the first application of
PIV to a firing diesel engine. Major conclusions resulting from this work are:
•

The geometric distortion of PIV images caused by bowl-wall curvature can be corrected for, and
a nearly complete image of the bowl region, free of significant distortion, can be obtained.
However, the curved surfaces result in a viewing angle which is not orthogonal to the laser
sheet. Hence, out-of-plane (swirl) velocities influence the measured axial (and, to a lesser extent,
radial) velocity.

•

Despite both random and systematic errors in the measured mean velocity fields, the divergence
of the measured velocity fields is a useful indicator of the locations of heat release.

•

Dual-vortex, vertical-plane mean flow structures formed when fuel injection occurs have been
identified, in agreement with the predictions of numerical simulations. Demonstration of
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enhanced heat release at the juncture of these vortices will require improved flow divergence
estimates.
•

A stable toroidal vortex is formed above the piston top, just outside the bowl mouth, in flows
measured both with and without heat release. The formation of this structure is delayed when
heat release is absent. This vortex performs two important roles: first, it prevents fluid exiting
the bowl from penetrating into the squish volume; second, it has potential to trap and inhibit
further mixing of partially-oxidized fuel and soot.

Finally, though not presented here, single-cycle, full-field measurements with good quality can be
obtained under some conditions and crank angles. With further refinement, the PIV technique can
ultimately be employed to evaluate how effectively the mean flow structures represent single-cycle
realizations, and whether or not more advanced modeling techniques (e.g. LES) will be required for
engine design and optimization.
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